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In this paper, I discuss a number ofissues concerning software selection in instructionallabora
tories. First, I describe several taxonomies of instructional software and argue that the most im
portant dimension of instructional software is that it must be an efficient tool. Second, I discuss
some elements of the context of the instructional lab, including sophistication of users. Third,
I explore design features, especially those related to ease of learning to use packages. Several
other issues are also considered, such as where to find software reviews.

Computerized instructional laboratories are becoming
morecommonin psychology (Bharucha, Meike,& Baird,
1987; Goolkasian, 1985). The purpose ofthis paper is
to describea numberof important considerations in select
ing softwarefor instructional laboratories. Theseconsider
ations have been gleaned from recent papers and from
my own experiences. They are divided into four
categories: taxonomy of the software, contextof software
use, design features, and other considerations.

Taxonomy of Software
Several taxonomies of instructional softwarehave been

described. Castellan(1983) discriminated amongdrill and
practicesoftware,data generators, experiment simulators,
and games. Taylor (1980) distinguishedamong software
as tutors, tools, or tutees. Collyer (1984) proposed that
softwarefosters thinkingwhen studentsprogram, replace
things that work, simulate, provide behavior, and pose
problems. Hewett (1986) integratedprevious taxonomies
into a three-dimensional model that he refers to as a
courseware taxonomy: types (practice, data generators,
experiment simulators, and micro-world simulators),
sources (real and imaginary), and goals (pose, provide,
create, simulate, develop, and replace).

Although helpful in some circumstances, the careful
categorization of software may be misleading. Consider
the following examples. One good softwaretool is a word
processor, whichcan be used to accomplishmany differ
ent tasks. Obviously, students can use word processors
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to type papers, but word processors can also be used in
structionally to study a variety of human factors issues
involving human-computer interfaces. Spreadsheetscan
be used to keep class records, but Hewett (1985) has
shown that a spreadsheet program can also be used to
model neural networks. Because word processors and
spreadsheets are such general-use tools, it is difficult to
categorize them accurately using Hewett's model or the
others that have been proposed.

Rather than carefullycategorizingsoftware, as implied
by Hewett (1985), I believeit is wiser to questionwhether
particular softwarecan be a good tool for workingon one
or more tasks. In other words, software must be a useful
tool. A recent survey of academic psychologistsby Car
penter (1986) is interesting in this light. Carpenter found
that microcomputers were most valued for their word
processing ability, which is useful in research, teaching,
and administrative tasks. The other highly valued soft
ware packages are programming languages, databases,
and spreadsheets. All of these types of software are use
ful tools. Castellan (1987) argued that many tools will
have even greater use in the future: text processors, data
base inquiry systems, and problem solving tools.

Some of the tools (other than programming languages)
that can be of value to students working in an instruc
tionallaboratory are word processors, statistics calcula
tors, programs that create graphic displays of data, pro
grams aidingelectronic mail, packagesthat run computer
experiments,programsthat provide information, and pro
grams that allow information in databases to be manipu
lated (e.g., to sign up to participate in experiments). There
are some additional tools that can be of value to instruc-
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tors (and perhaps also to students): authoring languages,
spreadsheets, and test generators.

Over the past few years, I have found it easy to en
courage students to use computers as tools. Students who
have used word processors seriously contemplate buying
a computer. Students who have used computers to calcu
late Pearson rs and analyses of variance have trouble im
agining why someone would want to do these calculations
with a hand calculator. Studentswho have used computers
to run experiments appreciate computers that serve as
research assistants.

Tools vary in the flexibility with which they can be
used. Consider some of the varieties of packages that al
Iowa computer to act as a research assistant. One type,
data generators, allow students to select and manipulate
variables that are then used to generate artificial data. This
type is limited to artificial data domains and, as far as
I can tell, are not very popular today. Another type, ex
periment simulators, permit students to run themselves
and others as subjects in programmed experiments. The
computer presents instructions and stimuli, collects
responses, and stores responses so they can be analyzed
later. This type of package is more flexible and is used
more in psychology than are data generators. The third
type, experiment generators, are similar to experiment
simulators except they give students the ability to change
experimental conditions and create new stimuli. These are
very flexible tools. Several recent papers discuss new ex
periment generators (Butler, 1988; Constin, 1988; Foltz
& Poltrock, 1988; Schneider, 1988).

Statistics packages and many of the other tools listed
above also vary greatly in flexibility. It is not yet clear
whether the best tools are the most flexible ones. Car
penter's (1986) survey on software is clearly biased
toward general-use tools because it primarily summarizes
frequencies across the sample. Very useful tools to a small
group of psychologists would not appear very important
in Carpenter's survey. Although I have no data, I sus
pect that many of the best tools are very general purpose,
although a good software library should probably con
tain some less flexible software that is particularly useful
for one or a few tasks.

Context of Software Use
Users of instructional software vary widely in their com

puter sophistication. This, in tum, has effects on many
decisions regarding software. For example, should the
software be extremely easy to learn to use? If users are
relatively sophisticated or will probably beusing the soft
ware over substantial time, then ease of learning may not
be a priority. However, fast-rising learning curves have
many advantages. Unsophisticated students may attrib
ute slow progress to themselves (rather than the software)
and give up using it. More will be said about factors af
fecting ease of learning later in this paper.

A second concern is relating the software to specific
classes. In order to accommodate a variety of textbooks,
teaching styles, and interests, we have found it advanta-

geous to have several different tools that can be used for
any particular task. This can create compatibilityproblems
ofvarious kinds. Some incompatibility must betolerated,
but there are also some hardware and software tools that
help alleviate these problems. For example, some statis
tics packages and some special-use software can read and
write files in a wide variety of data structures.

Hardware constrains software. The Apple II still ap
pears to be the most common instructional computer, but
software for ffiM PCs (and compatibles), Macintoshes,
and Commodore 64s is available. There are advocates of
each machine. Among the arguments for various machines
are the following: There is more software available for
the Apple II series computer than any other. The ffiM PC
has greater capacity and speed than older Apple II
microcomputers. Excellent learning curves are obtained
with the Macintosh. Commodore computers are very in
expensive. For all of these machines, one can obtain
printers, modems, and other peripherals. The choices of
software and the flexibility with which they can be used
depend upon the types and varieties of peripherals avail
able. If you have obtained (or are planning to obtain) a
variety of peripherals, then plan to obtain software tools
that have the flexibility and power to use the peripherals.

Design Features
There are several design characteristics that should be

attended to: ease with which the package can be learned,
accuracy, compatibility of data structures, and modifia
bility.

A number of variables are related to easy-to-learn and
easy-to-use programs. These have been discussed in var
ious papers (Butler, 1986b; Butler & Eamon, 1985). In
general, for making choices and moving through large
programs, menus are easier to learn to use than are com
mand languages. Consistent interactions with the computer
aid learning. This may be one reason why programs us
ing the mouse are easy to learn to use. Screens should
contain adequate information, but should not be over
whelming. Easy-to-learn programs often provide a way
to escape or return to some earlier point in the interac
tion. Easy-to-learn software typically handles errors by
providing appropriate messages and suggesting appropri
ate behavior to the user. Help messages (or an onscreen
manual) can save time, reduce errors, and increase the
speed of learning (Cohill & Williges, 1985).

Software should be accurate. Information presented
should becorrect. Calculations, such as statistics, should
be correctly computed. It is surprising how often statis
tics packages have major problems producing the correct
statistics (Butler & Eamon, 1985; Butler & Jones, 1987).

When many different packages are being used, com
patibility of stored data can become an issue. It is ineffi
cient for computerized experiments to save data in a form
that cannot be used by any statistics package. It is frus
trating if the package that plots data graphs cannot use
the same files as the statistics package. Sometimes pack
ages are sold as source code. If experts are around, they



may be able to alter the programs to be more compati
ble. Morelikely, theymay beable to writeprograms that
translate one data structure into another.

Similarproblems arise with the software itself. Can it
be copied? Is it transferable to a hard disk? These
problems are notalways addressed by software vendors.
Copyable programs are highly desirable for instructional
laboratories.

Other Considerations
Price of software should be reasonable. Some expen

sive software is not worththe price. Youcan oftenmake
a gooddecision aboutthe valueof software if yousearch
for goodreviews, especially onesthatcompare packages.
Recent reviews on statistics have beenpublished (Butler
& Eamon, 1985; Butler& Jones, 1987; Lehman, 1986),
and newones regularly appear in various journals (e.g.,
American Statistician and Behavior Research Methods,
Instruments, & Computers). Some recent papers have
reviewed datagenerators, experiment simulators, andex
periment generators (Butler, 1988; Eamon & Butler,
1985). Contemporary Psychology hasbegun to carrysoft
warereviews (Butler, 19800). Onejournal, Social Science
Microcomputer Review, is dedicated to reviews. Alsovar
ious popular magazines (such as BITE and A+) carry
review articles thatare veryuseful. Hopefully, allof these
journalsand magazines willcontinue to review software
that will point to the valueof software tools for psychol
ogists.
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